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ABSTRACT 
 

In the ninety years a new type of residential construction appeared in the United States.  It was called 
Residential Steel Framing.  It use galvanized steel members and it is achieved by making the structural 
elements from very thin steel sheets.  This type of construction allows to give high seismic resistance to 
the building.  Currently, steel framing is more commonly used in geographic locations that more 
frequently experience natural disasters such as hurricanes and earthquakes.  This type of construction 
appeared in sustitution of the Residential Wood Framing, because of its gradually increasing prices in 
addition to concerns about decreasing quality and future availability.  This new type of construction 
requires a lot of joints.  Screw joints are the most used.   
  

This work is about self-drilling screws.  The aim is study the shear capacity of this joints with axial 
tests.  Test were displacement controlled. The goal of the testing campaign is to characterize the seismic 
performance of the joints.  Axial tests were performed on screw joints manufactured in Finland and in 
Spain.  The differences between finnish specimen and spanish specimen are the steel grade and the 
thickness of the straps connected by screws joints.  The steel grade is S-350GD+Z for finnish specimens 
and S-250GD+Z for spanish specimen.  The thickness are between 1 to 3 mm in finnish specimens and 
0.85 to 1.5 mm in spanish specimens. 
 

The mode of failure of the joints depends mainly on the thickness of the straps connected and on the 
number of screw rows. Five primary modes of failure were identified: bearing, tilting, tensile failure of 
sheet, pull-out and pull-over.  Failure was usually a combination of two or three of these modes.  Failure 
is caused by tilting and tensile failure of the sheet or tilting and pull-out in large number of specimens.  
Also a study of ductility  is included in this work.  Usually the finnish and spanish specimens present a 
good ductility.  Also I have done a bivariate study and three linear regressions by the program SPSS 8.0.  
The relationship between variables are shown in these study.  These variables are taken from force-
displacement curve.  A linear model was obtained for de lineal resistance, other for the resistance when 
the displacement was 3mm and for de maximum resistance. 
 

Also shear resistance expressions of two different specifications are compared.  These specifications 
are AISI Cold-Formed Steel Specification (1996) and Eurocode 3 part 1.3 (200).  In general, if the failure 
mode obtained for each specimen by the specifications is considered, the european results are higher 
than american results.  Also, shear resistance obtained by specifications are lower than experimental 
results. 
 

Finally, a reliability study of the shear resistance design equations is has been done by the FOSM 
method (First Order Second Moment method).  The reliability is described by a safety index.  It is called β.  
This index depends on the limit state, period of time and type of structure.  The target reliability index is 
3.5 and the minimum 2.5 by AISI LRFD Specification.  It is equal to 3.8 for ultimate limit state and fifty 
years by Eurocode 0 (EN-1990).  For this work, the designs presents a good reliability when β is higher 
than 3.5, the design is admissible when β is higher than 2.5 and lower than 3.5, and it is a unsafe design 
when β is lower than 2.5.  If the seismic action is neglected for the load combination, the results show that 
american design are conservative and perhaps, if the capacity factor is modified to 0.6 the results are 
better than if it is 0.5 by LRFD method.  It is accepted for tilting and combination of tilting and bearing 
equation.  For american shear rupture expression the capactity factor can be modified from 0.75 to 0.8.  If 



the seismic action is considered, the results are good too.  According to Eurocode 3 part 1.3, the designs 
obtained are admissible when the seismic action isn’t considered and otherwise they aren’t admissible.  
Also, this study show that the expressions of AISI Cold-Formed Steel Specification present better 
reliability than the expressions of Eurocode 3 part 1.3. 
  
  
 
 


